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Abstract

Face frontalization consists of synthesizing a frontally-
viewed face from an arbitrarily-viewed one. The main con-
tribution of this paper is a robust frontalization method that
preserves non-rigid facial deformations, i.e. expressions, to
perform lip reading. The method iteratively estimates the
rigid transformation (scale, rotation, and translation) and
the non-rigid deformation between 3D landmarks extracted
from an arbitrarily-viewed face, and 3D vertices parame-
terized by a deformable shape model. An important merit
of the method is its ability to deal with large Gaussian and
non-Gaussian errors in the data. For that purpose, we use
the generalized Student-t distribution. The associated EM
algorithm assigns a weight to each observed landmark, the
higher the weight the more important the landmark, thus
favoring landmarks that are only affected by rigid head
movements. We propose to use the zero-mean normalized
cross-correlation (ZNCC) score to evaluate the ability to
preserve facial expressions. We show that the method, when
incorporated into a deep lip-reading pipeline, considerably
improves the word classification score on an in-the-wild
benchmark.

1. Introduction

Face frontalization is the problem of synthesizing a
frontal view of a face from an arbitrary view. Recent re-
search has shown that face frontalization consistently boosts
the performance of face recognition [53, 63, 4, 59, 60, 61].
A common feature of these methods is that they encour-
age expression-free face frontalization. In contrast, visual
speech recognition (or lip reading) [17, 1, 35, 10] belongs
to the larger class of facial expression analysis methods,
e.g. [41], that require expression-preserving face frontaliza-
tion. Indeed, lip and jaw motions are controlled by speech
production as they are correlated with phonemes and with

⇤An extended version with supplemental materials can be found at
https://team.inria.fr/robotlearn/rff-vsr/

Figure 1: 3D landmarks extracted from a face (bottom-left)
are aligned with 3D vertices associated with a frontal model
(top-left). This deformable model is fitted to the frontalized
landmarks (bottom-middle), yielding a deformed model
aligned with the landmarks (top-middle). A dense depth
map is computed by interpolating the 3D vertices of the tri-
angulated mesh of the deformed model (top-right). This
depth map is combined with the input face which is warped
onto the frontal view (bottom-right).

word pronunciation [45]. Nevertheless, lip- and jaw motion
analysis is perturbed by inherent rigid head movements. It
is therefore important to discriminate between rigid head
movements and non-rigid facial/lip movements. Moreover,
the capacity to properly analyse rigid and non-rigid move-
ments separately plays a crucial role in audio-visual speech
technologies, e.g. [14, 42, 52, 44, 48]. Visual speech is
particularly useful when audio signals are corrupted by am-
bient noise, by competing speech sources, or by acoustic
perturbations.

In this paper we address face frontalization as the prob-
lem of independently estimating rigid 3D pose and non-
rigid 3D deformations of an arbitrarily-viewed face, Fig-
ure 1. In more detail, (i) we estimate the scale, rotation,
and translation between a set of 3D facial landmarks ex-
tracted from an input face, and a set of 3D vertices associ-
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ated with a mean statistical/deformable shape model, then
(ii) we estimate the statistical/deformation parameters that
best fit the shape model to the frontalized face. The one
merit of the proposed method is its ability to deal both
with landmark detection/localization noise and with large
discrepancies between the facial landmarks and the associ-
ated model vertices. For the sake of robustness, we propose
to use the generalized Student-t (gStudent) probability dis-
tribution function (pdf) – a heavy-tailed distribution that is
able to deal both with Gaussian noise and with large errors
in the data, by assigning a weight to each landmark-vertex
pair [47, 19]. The data weights just mentioned measure the
importance of each landmark-vertex pair and their role is
to reduce the influence of those point pairs that are cor-
rupted by large errors. The weights are treated as random
variables whose realizations vary from zero to an arbitrar-
ily large number (the higher the weight, the more important
the point pair), hence they are an absolute measure of the
relevance of each pair. This stays in contrast with the com-
monly used mixture model in point-set registration, namely
a Gaussian mixture augmented with a uniform component,
e.g. [37]. In the case of point-set registration the rationale is
to classify as outliers those points in one set that don’t have
a match in the other set. The inlier/outlier discrimination is
based on the posterior distribution to be an inlier, the values
of these posteriors lying in the interval [0, 1). Hence, and
unlike the gStudent weights, the posteriors just mentioned
are a relative measure of the importance of the point pairs.

We empirically evaluate the performance of the proposed
method using the zero-mean normalized cross-correlation
(ZNCC) coefficient between a frontalized face and the
ground-truth frontal face. We also consider the task of
isolated word recognition (IWR) based on lip movements.
We embed the proposed face frontalization method into a
state-of-the-art lip-reading deep model [35] and we show
that IWR performance is improved by a considerable mar-
gin. These evaluations, based on direct comparison between
predictions and ground-truth videos of faces, and on visual
speech recognition, stand in contrast with evaluation based
on face recognition, e.g. [53, 4, 59] that require as-neutral-
as possible frontal faces.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes in de-
tail the proposed frontalization method, analyses its perfor-
mance and provides implementation details. Section 4 de-
scribes the proposed evaluation protocols and shows results
obtained with our method and with several state-of-the-art
methods. Section 5 draws some conclusions.

2. Related Work

Recently, a successful face frontalization approach has
been to train deep neural networks (DNNs) to learn non-
linear 2D-to-2D mappings between an arbitrary view and
a frontal view. Some of the best performing DNN-based
frontalization methods use CNN/GAN architectures, e.g.
[54, 27, 49, 59, 57, 43, 58, 55], which outperform CNN-
only ones, e.g. [53]. These methods necessitate large col-
lections of input/output pairs of face images. For that pur-
pose [57, 55, 58] use two datasets that contain multiple-
camera recordings in a controlled setup, i.e. [20, 21]. [57]
proposed to learn dense pixel-to-pixel correspondences be-
tween the two faces. Subsequently, [58] proposed a semi-
supervised GAN-based method that augments the paired
face images of [21] with unpaired in-the-wild faces with
large variations in identity, e.g. [26]; their adversarial and
identity-preserving losses enhance face recognition perfor-
mance. [55] proposed a dual-attention GAN architecture
that captures long-term dependencies in image space, thus
providing a means to preserve identity. Another way to es-
timate the non-linear 2D-to-2D mapping between a profile
image and a canonical frontal image of a face is to use a rec-
tification network that learns local homographies between a
deformed grid, that corresponds to a profile view, and a reg-
ular grid, that corresponds to a frontal view [60]. These
DNN-based methods are designed to predict as-neutral-as-
possible frontal faces, i.e. expression-free faces, in order
to improve the performance of face recognition. The main
drawback of these methods is that they cannot guarantee
that they preserve rigidity – a necessary feature for preserv-
ing facial expressions.

Other methods estimate the pose of an input face with
respect to a frontal 3D face model, then use the pose pa-
rameters to warp the facial pixels from the input image onto
a frontal one. This amounts to pose estimation based on
2D-to-3D fitting, e.g. [63, 22, 18, 4]. [22] used 2D fa-
cial landmarks extracted from the input face that are in cor-
respondence with 3D model landmarks. This corresponds
to the estimation of intrinsic and extrinsic camera param-
eters, followed by image warping. Similar methods were
proposed in [63] and [4] where 2D landmarks are extracted
from the input face and associated with 3D landmarks of a
generic 3D model. The pose estimators of [63, 22, 18, 4]
lack a built-in mechanism capable of making them robust
against the mixed presence of large errors in landmark lo-
calization and of non-rigid facial deformations. Moreover,
[63] purposely removes expressions in order to favor iden-
tity features. Recently, [61] proposed to combine the 2D-to-
3D geometric fitting method of [64] with a state-of-the-art
GAN-based style transfer model to fill in the occluded re-
gions caused by 3D face rotation. This method yields state-
of-the-art results for the task of face recognition, but there is
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no theoretical guarantee that non-rigid facial deformations
are preserved by the GAN-based transfer process.

A fundamental building block of the proposed method
is to embed face frontalization into a robust estimator. Ro-
bustness refers to the capacity of the estimator to be weakly
affected by outliers. For that purpose, we cast the problem
at hand in the framework of maximum likelihood estima-
tion (MLE). In MLE, the choice of the pdf is crucial. As al-
ready mentioned above, we opt for the generalized Student
t-distribution which belongs to the larger class of heavy-
tailed distributions that are well known to be robust to out-
liers [36, 47, 19]. The associated EM procedure evaluates
the posteriors of the weights – there is a weight associated
with each point pair. The weights are treated as random
variables drawn from a gamma distribution. The realiza-
tions of these variables vary from zero to an arbitrary high
number. Therefore, they are an absolute measure of the im-
portance of the data pairs.

In addition to estimating the weights, the GStudent EM
algorithm estimates a posterior covariance matrix. The eval-
uation of a full covariance is fundamental for taking into
account an anisotropic error distribution of the landmarks’
3D coordinates, and hence for assessing how much one
can trust them. This stays in strong contrast with the tra-
ditional methods that are used in computer vision to esti-
mate the rigid transformation between two point sets, e.g.
[24, 25, 15, 3, 51]. These methods assume an isotropic co-
variance – spherical shaped, with the advantage of yielding
closed-form solutions for estimating the rotation parame-
ters. Nevertheless, it has been shown that these estimators
are biased if there are measurement errors in both point sets
[31], and unbiased estimators based on convex optimization
and on branch-and-bound algorithms were proposed [39].
Nevertheless, [31, 39] used an isotropic covariance and did
not incorporate a robust pdf that ultimately weights the ab-
solute importance of the point pairs.The fact that GStu-
dent estimates a full covariance matrix – ellipsoidal shaped,
introduces an additional complexity, namely a non-linear
solver is required to estimate the rotation matrix. In [23]
this was addressed via convex relaxation. In this paper, we
simplify the optimization problem by using quaternions and
propose to use sequential quadratic programming [6].

3. Robust Face Frontalization

The core idea of the method, Figure 1, is to estimate the
3D pose (scale, rotation, and translation) and 3D shape of
an input face and to warp it onto a frontal view. The pose is
robustly estimated from a set of 3D landmarks, associated
with a set of 3D vertices of a deformable geometric model,
i.e. a triangulated mesh. This allows to rigidly frontalize the
input landmarks, hence to preserve facial expression, i.e.

(7), then to fit the deformable model to these landmarks,
thus yielding a frontalized and deformed 3D model of the
input face, i.e. (11). Next, vertex interpolation enables to
compute a dense depth map of the frontalized face, i.e. (12)
and (13). Finally, the input face is warped onto a frontal
view using the dense depth map, i.e. (39) and (41) of Ap-
pendix E.

3.1. Robust Pose Estimation

Let Ip be an observed image of a face in an unknown
pose. A set X of J = 68 3D landmarks is extracted from
Ip with image-centered coordinates X1:J = {Xj}Jj=1 ⇢
R3. Throughout the paper we adopt the notation Xj =
(Xj1, Xj2, Xj3) to designate the three coordinates of a
point in R3. Let Z1:J = {Zj}Jj=1 ⇢ R3 be the 3D coordi-
nates of a set of vertices, Z , that correspond to the frontal
view of a 3D deformable geometric model with a neutral
expression, and let If be the frontal image to be predicted.
Pose estimation consists of finding the rigid transformation
that best maps X1:J onto Z1:J , namely

Zj = ⇢RXj + t+ ej , 8j 2 {1 . . . J}, (1)

where ⇢ 2 R+, R 2 R3⇥3 and t 2 R3 are the scale, rotation
matrix and translation vector, respectively, associated with
the unknown pose. Because the landmark locations X1:J

are inherently affected by detection errors as well as by
non-rigid facial deformations, it is suitable to use a robust
rigid-parameter estimation technique. For this purpose, we
assume that the residuals e1:J are samples of a random vari-
able e drawn from a robust probability pdf, P (e;✓), where
✓ are the parameters. Then, the problem is cast into maxi-
mum likelihood estimation (MLE) or, equivalently into the
minimization of the following negative log-likelihood func-
tion:

L(✓|X1:J ,Z1:J) = �
JX

j=1

logP (ej ;✓), (2)

The generalized Student-t distribution [19] writes:

P (e;✓) =

Z 1

0
N (e; 0, w�1⌃)G(w;µ, ⌫)dw, (3)

where N (·; 0,⌃) is the zero-mean normal distribution with
covariance ⌃ 2 R3⇥3. The random latent variable w 2
R+ is drawn from a gamma distribution G(·;µ, ⌫), and it
plays the role of a precision. Therefore, the variables w1:J

(one for each data point) characterize the landmark-vertex
pair: the higher the more reliable. The model’s rigid and
statistical parameters are gathered in the parameter vec-
tor ✓ = {⇢,R, t,⌃, µ, ⌫}. Direct minimization of (2) is
intractable. Expectation-maximization (EM) is therefore
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adopted, namely the negative log-likelihood (2) is replaced
with the expected complete-data negative log-likelihood:

EW [� logP (X1:J ,Z1:J , w1:J |X1:J ,Z1:J ;✓)]. (4)

In practice, EM alternates between the estimation of the
weight posteriors – the means w1:J and the estimation of
the parameters ✓ via minimization of (4):

✓⇤ = argmin
✓

JX

j=1

�
wjkZj�⇢RXj�tk2⌃+log |⌃|

�
. (5)

The standard solution to (5) is to assume an isotropic covari-
ance, ⌃ = �I3, which yields various closed-form solutions,
e.g. [24, 51]. Indeed, after developing (5), one may verify
that the term X 0

jR⌃�1
R

>X 0>
j is proportional to X 0

jX
0>
j ,

where centered landmark coordinates were used. Neverthe-
less, the isotropic assumption cannot deal with anisotropic
error distribution of the 3D landmark coordinates. In the
case of a full covariance, the optimization of (5) with re-
spect to the rotation parameters yields the following non-
linear optimization problem:

(
minq trace

�
⌃�1(⇢2R(q)AR(q)> � 2sR(q)B)

�

s.t. q>q = 1,
(6)

where q is a unit quaternion, thus reducing the number of
parameters from nine to four. The six quadratic constraints
and the quartic constraint needed to guarantee a rotation are
replaced with one quadratic constraint, i.e. Appendix A.

While it iterates, Algorithm 1 (Appendix A ) estimates
(i) the posterior weight means, (ii) the pose parameters,
(iii) the covariance, and (iv) the parameters of the gamma
pdf. At convergence, the optimal parameters (denoted with
a ⇤) are applied to X1:J in order to obtain expression-
preserving frontalized landmarks, whose coordinates in If

are denoted Y 1:J ⇢ R3, namely:

Y j = ⇢
⇤
R

⇤Xj + t⇤, 8j 2 {1 . . . J}. (7)

3.2. Robust Deformable Shape Fitting

The next step is to fit a deformable 3D geometric model
to these landmarks in order to obtain a frontal dense depth
map of the face. For that purpose and without loss of gen-
erality, we consider a linear deformation model, e.g. the
Basel Face Model (BFM) [40]. The latter consists of a
3D mesh with a set V̂ of N vertices, whose coordinates
V̂ 1:N = {V̂ n}Nn=1 ⇢ R3 are parameterized by a statistical
linear shape-model in the following way, i.e. Appendix C:

V̂ n = V n + Wns, 8n 2 {1 . . . N}, (8)

where V 1:N ⇢ R3 are the vertices of a mean (neutral)
shape, W1:N ⇢ R3⇥K are reconstruction matrices, and

s 2 RK is a low dimensional embedding of the vertex set,
with K ⌧ 3N (Appendix C). In order to fit this model
to the frontalized landmarks Y 1:J , we consider a subset of
J = 68 (⌧ N) vertices with coordinates V̂ 1:J , associ-
ated one-to-one to the frontalized landmarks.1 For that pur-
pose, the statistical shape model must be deformed, such
that the vertices V̂ 1:J are optimally aligned with the land-
marks Y 1:J . We thus obtain the residuals:

rj = Y j � Q(V j + Wjs)� d, 8j 2 {1 . . . J}, (9)

where the rotation Q and the translation d align the image-
centered and model-centered coordinate frames. As above,
one can use the generalized Student-t distribution (3) and
EM to robustly estimate the model parameters s and the
weights ⇡1:J . The shape parameters yield a closed-form
expression, i.e. Appendix D:

s⇤ =

0

@
JX

j=1

⇡jA
>
j �

�1
Aj + e⇤�1

1

A
�1 0

@
JX

j=1

⇡jA
>
j �

�1bj

1

A ,

(10)

where � is a covariance, and with the notations Aj = QWj

and bj = Y j � QV j � d; e⇤ is a diagonal matrix con-
taining the K principal eigenvalues of the shape embed-
ding, and  2 R+. All the N vertices of this deformed
shape can now be mapped onto the frontal view, namely
Ṽ n = (Ṽn1, Ṽn2, Ṽn3), with:

Ṽ n = Q
⇤(V n + Wns

⇤) + d⇤
, 8n 2 {1 . . . N}. (11)

3.3. Synthesizing a Frontal Face Image

A frontal dense depth map is then computed in the fol-
lowing way. Remember that the shape vertices form a 3D
triangulated mesh; therefore the projection of Ṽ 1:N onto
the image plane If form a 2D triangulated mesh whose ver-
tices have (Ṽn1, Ṽn2)>1:N as image coordinates. Let n1, n2

and n3 be the indexes of the vertices of a mesh triangle. We
now compute the barycentric coordinates, {↵1,↵2,↵3} ⇢
R+ of a pixel (a1 a2)> 2 N2 that lies inside that triangle,
i.e. 0  ↵1,↵2,↵3  1. These barycentric coordinates are
estimated by solving the following system of linear equa-
tions:
✓
a1

a2

◆
= ↵1

✓
Ṽn11

Ṽn12

◆
+ ↵2

✓
Ṽn21

Ṽn22

◆
+ ↵3

✓
Ṽn31

Ṽn32

◆
. (12)

with the constraint ↵1+↵2+↵3 = 1. Once the barycentric
coordinates are computed, the depth A3 2 R associated
with pixel (a1 a2)> is computed by linear interpolation,
namely:

A3 = ↵1Ṽn13 + ↵2Ṽn23 + ↵3Ṽn33. (13)
1By abuse of notation, we use {1 . . . J} ⇢ {1 . . . N}.
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The above procedure is repeated for all the triangles and for
all the points inside each triangle, thus obtaining a frontal
dense depth map for each face pixel A = (a1 a2 A3)>.
The final face frontalization step consists of synthesizing a
frontal image of the input face. For this purpose we use a
standard 3D shape visualization method, i.e. Appendix E.

3.4. Performance Analysis

In order to assess the performance of GStudent-EM, we
compared it with the use of a Gaussian distribution and with
a Gaussian-uniform mixture (GUM) distribution with a sin-
gle Gaussian component [56]. The use of a uniform compo-
nent in addition to Gaussian components in a mixture was
initially proposed in [5]. In [37] it was proposed to be used
in the context of point-set registration with the rationale of
eliminating points in one set that don’t have a match in the
other set. One should note that in this paper we want to
weight the relative importance of already registered point
pairs and to reduce the influence of those point pairs that
cannot be rigidly aligned.

In more detail, the likelihood P (e;✓) in (2) is replaced
with: (i) a Gaussian distribution with isotropic covariance,
i.e. [24], (ii) a Gaussian distribution with anisotropic (full)
covariance, and (iii) a Gaussian-uniform distribution. The
associated algorithms are referred to as Horn, Gen-Horn
and GUM-EM, respectively. Starting with a frontal set of
landmarks Zi:J with image coordinates normalized in the
interval [0, 1], we randomly generated P = 500 poses (ro-
tation, translation and scale). A landmark set Xp

1:J asso-
ciated with a pose p is therefore simulated with Xp

j =
s
p
R

pZj + tp + epj (b), where b > 0 is a scalar that con-
trols the level of noise and p is the trial (pose) index. b

can be the variance associated with isotropic Gaussian noise
e ⇠ N (0, bI), the total variance associated with anisotropic
Gaussian noise e ⇠ N (0,⌃), or the volume associated
with uniform noise e ⇠ U(�b/2, b/2)3. For each trial
we randomly split the samples into an equal number of
inliers and outliers. Inliers are corrupted by anisotropic
Gaussian noise with a fixed variance, while outliers are cor-
rupted with either (i) uniform errors of increasing amplitude
or (ii) anisotropic Gaussian errors of increasing total vari-
ance. The evaluation is based on the root mean square error
(RMSE) between the estimated pose and the ground-truth
pose, namely RMSE(R) = 1/P (

PP
p=1 kR

p � R̃
pk2)1/2

as well as similar formulas for translation and scale. These
RMSEs allow to directly compare robust and non-robust es-
timators. The RMSE curves are shown on Figure 2.

In the light of these experiments, one concludes that both
GStudent-EM and GUM-EM yield robustness against out-
liers. GUM-EM performs better than GStudent-EM when
the outliers are drawn from a uniform distribution, Fig-
ure 2(a): this can be easily explained since the simulated

(a) Uniform outliers. (b) Gaussian outliers.

Figure 2: RMSE errors in rotation, in the presence of out-
liers; inliers (50%) are affected by anisotropic Gaussian
noise with total variance 0.0025, while outliers (50%) are
affected by (a) uniform noise of increasing amplitude in
the interval [0.2, 1.0] or by (b) Gaussian noise with total
variance varying in the interval [0.2, 1.0], i.e. Appendix B,
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

outliers follow the same statistical distribution as the one
of the model. It is worth to be noticed that the posteriors
estimated by GUM-EM are normalized between 0 and 1,
hence their values are a relative measure of the quality of
the point pairs. In contrast, the data weights estimated with
GStudent-EM are random variables whose realizations can
vary from zero to a very high number (higher the better).
Therefore, the weight values are an absolute measure of the
relevance of data points. While GUM-EM yields very good
results, GStudent-EM offers better theoretical guarantees
and a better way to weight the data; its behavior is easier
to predict because all the parameters are estimated by the
EM algorithm.

3.5. Implementation Details

The proposed method starts with 3D facial landmark
extraction, or 3D face alignment (3DFA). Recently there
has been a flourishing literature on this topic, yielding sev-
eral DNN models and associated software packages, e.g.
[7, 62, 8, 16, 13, 64, 30, 50, 38]. Moreover, these models
were thoroughly trained, validated, tested and benchmarked
using very large datasets that are automatically annotated,
thus limiting the inherent errors associated with manual in-
tervention, e.g. [29, 28, 64, 12]. We thoroughly analysed
and benchmarked four publicly available software packages
associated with four 3DFA methods [8, 16, 64, 50]. We
could not find a significant difference in performance be-
tween these four 3DFA methods. In practice, the results
reported below were obtained with the method of [8].

All the computations inside Algorithm 1 and Algo-
rithm 2 are in closed-form, with the notable exception of
the estimation of the rotation. The minimization of (6) is
carried out using the sequential least squares programming
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(SLSQP) solver of scipy.optimize,2 in combination with a
root-finding software package [32]. The SLSQP minimizer
found at the previous EM iteration is used to initialize the
current EM iteration. At the start of EM, the closed-form
method of [24] is used to initialize the rotation.

The proposed method also requires a deformable
shape model (Appendix C). We consider a set SI =
{SI

1, . . . ,S
I
m, . . . ,SI

M} ⇢ R3N of M shapes, where SI
m

is a concatenation of N 3D coordinates that corresponds
to face identity m, and where each face was scanned in a
frontal view and with a neutral expression. We also con-
sider a set SE = {SE

1 , . . . ,S
E
m, . . . ,SE

M} ⇢ R3N that
contains M scans with facial expressions, associated one-
to-one, with the M identities. Let S4

m = SE
m � SI

m be the
expressive-neutral difference of face identity m, namely the
expressive offset. A face S can be reconstructed from its
identity and expression embeddings (Appendix C):

Ŝ = S
I
+ S

4
+ eU

I
sI + eU

4
s4, (14)

where S
I

and S
4

are the means associated with the
identity- and with the expressive-neutral difference, matri-
ces eU

I
and eU

4
contain the K principle eigenvectors, and

sI and s4 are the corresponding embeddings. Note that
we use the notation Ŝ to emphasize that the reconstructed
shape is an approximation of S.

In practice we use the publicly available Basel Shape
Model (BSM) [40] augmented with [9]. This provides reg-
istered face scans: M = 200 in a frontal view and with
neutral expressions, corresponding to M different identi-
ties, and an additional set of M expressive scans of the
same identities. A scan consists of a triangulated mesh with
N = 53490 vertice. All the scans have the same number
of vertices that are registered. The dimension of the embed-
ding is K = 200, hence K ⌧ 3N . The landmarks Z1:J

correspond to the vertices of the mean identity S
I
.

The processing time for a 256 ⇥ 256 face image is of
1.11 seconds on an Intel(R), Xeon(R) W-2145, 3.70GHz
CPU equipped with a Quadro RTX 4000 GPU. This time
decomposes as follows: 3D landmark extraction (0.48 s),
pose estimation (0.02 s), model fitting (0.23 s), depth map
interpolation and face warping (0.38 s).

4. Experiments

We now evaluate the performance of face frontalization
for the task of lip reading. The evaluation is twofold. First,
we use the OuluVS2 dataset [2] that contains pairs of frontal
and profile videos of speaking participants for a large num-
ber of subjects. The evaluation consists of computing a

2https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/optimize.html

metric between an image obtained by face frontalization
of a profile view of a speaker, with an image containing
a frontally-viewed face of the same speaker. It is important
that the profile and frontal images are recorded with syn-
chronized cameras in order to capture the same expression.
Consequently, the proposed evaluation is based on image-
to-image comparison. Several metrics were developed in
the past for comparing two images, e.g. feature-based and
pixel-based metrics. In this work we use the zero-mean nor-
malized cross correlation (ZNCC) coefficient between two
image regions, a measure that has successfully been used
for stereo matching, e.g. [46]. ZNCC is invariant to differ-
ences in brightness and contrast between the two images,
due to the normalization with respect to mean and standard
deviation. Second we use a lip-reading network in conjunc-
tion with a dataset that contains short videos of speakers
that utter a single word, together with the ground-truth an-
notations (word labels). We devise an experimental protocol
that measures the effect of face frontalization on the word
classification score.

Let Rf (h, v) ⇢ If be a region of size H ⇥ V whose
center coincides with pixel location (h, v) of a frontalized
image If . Similarly, let Rt(h, v) ⇢ It be a region of the
same size and whose center coincides with pixel location
(h, v) of a ground-truth image It. The ZNCC coefficient
between these two regions writes:

ZNCC(h, v, �h0
, �v

0) = (15)

max
�h,�v

⇢
Cov [Rf (h, v), Rt(h+ �h, v + �v)]

Var [Rf (h, v)]1/2Var [Rt(h+ �h, v + �v)]1/2

�
,

where Cov [·, ·] is the centered covariance between the two
regions, Var [·] is the centered variance of a region, �h and
�v are horizontal and vertical shifts, and �h

0 and �v
0 are

the horizontal and vertical shifts that maximize the ZNCC
coefficient. ZNCC lies in the interval [0, 1].

The OuluVS2 dataset [2] targets the understanding of
visual speech perception – the analysis of non-rigid lip
motions that are associated with speech production. The
dataset was recorded in an office with ordinary (artificial
and natural) lighting conditions. The recording setup con-
sists of five synchronized cameras (2 MP, 30 FPS) placed
in different points of view: 0�, 30�, 45�, 60�, 90�. The
dataset contains 5 ⇥ 780 videos recorded with 53 partici-
pants. Each participant was instructed to read loudly sev-
eral text sequences displayed on a computer monitor placed
slightly to the left and behind the 0� (frontal) camera. While
participants were asked to keep the head still, natural uncon-
trolled head movements and body position changes were
inevitable. As a consequence the actual head pose varies
from one participant to another and there is no exact match
between the head and the camera orientations.
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Method Principle ZNCC
Hassner et al. [22] 2D-to-3D fitting+symmetry 0.780
Banerjee et al. [4] 2D-to-3D fitting+symmetry 0.739
Zhou et al. [61] 2D-to-3D fitting + GAN 0.801
Yin et al. [55] 2D-to-2D GAN 0.773
Proposed 3D-to-3D robust fitting 0.841

Table 1: Mean ZNCC coefficients for 15 participants from
the OuluVS2 dataset. ZNCC lies in the interval [0, 1].

Part. Yaw [22] [4] [61] [55] Prop.
#31 19.1 0.905 0.856 0.822 0.875 0.927

#01 23.5 0.915 0.893 0.884 0.921 0.909
#02 24.9 0.888 0.878 0.929 0.881 0.956

#10 29.0 0.805 0.812 0.873 0.792 0.812
#23 30.0 0.810 0.857 0.819 0.817 0.847
#27 32.9 0.685 0.852 0.824 0.772 0.787
#19 37.8 0.752 0.650 0.662 0.677 0.755

#12 38.5 0.731 0.713 0.755 0.683 0.770

#21 40.6 0.632 0.743 0.653 0.673 0.766

Mean 0.791 0.801 0.802 0.787 0.836

Table 2: ZNCC scores for nine participants as a function
of estimated yaw angle (in degrees) that corresponds to the
horizontal head orientation computed with the proposed 3D
head-pose estimator. For each participant, the best scores
are in bold and the second best are in slanted bold.

We compared the proposed methods with four state-
of-the-art methods for which the code is publicly avail-
able, [22, 4, 61, 55]. We applied the frontalization to
images extracted from the videos recorded with the 30�

camera (Ip) and compared the results with the “ground-
truth”, namely the corresponding images extracted from
the videos recorded with the 0� camera (It). Notice that
videos recorded with higher viewing angles, i.e. 45�, 60�
and 90�, can be hardly exploited for lip reading. For each
frontalized image If we extract the mouth region Rf and
we search in the associated ground-truth image It for the
best-matching region Rt. This provides a ZNCC coefficient
(15) for each query image Ip. Notice that (15) only cares
about the horizontal and vertical shifts in the image plane
and assumes that the frontalized face and the corresponding
ground-truth frontal face share the same scale. In practice,
different frontalization algorithms output faces at different
scales. For this reason and for the sake of fairness, prior
to applying (15), we extract facial landmarks from both the
frontalized and ground-truth faces and we use a subset of
this set of landmarks to estimate the scale factor between
the two faces.

(a) Profile faces

(b) Ground-truth frontal faces

(c) Frontalized faces with proposed method

(d) Frontalized faces with Hassner et al. [22]

(e) Frontalized faces with Banerjee et al. [4]

(f) Frontalized faces with Zhou et al. [61]

(g) Frontalized faces with Yin et al. [55]

Figure 3: Face frontalization examples for participants #02
and #01 from the OuluVS2 dataset.

We randomly selected 30 video pairs, recorded with the
30� and 0� cameras, respectively, associated with 15 partic-
ipants from the OuluVS2 dataset. Each video contains 160
images, hence there are 30 ⇥ 160 = 4800 image pairs in
our benchmark. The mean ZNCC coefficients obtained with
four state-of-the-art methods and with the proposed method
are displayed in Table 1.

We noticed that there were important discrepancies in
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Training
Testing [22] [61] [55] [33] Prop.

Pre-trained [33] 60 59 20 87 82
Fine-tuned [33] 64 66 24 88 85

Table 3: Word classification scores (WCSs) in %. First
row: Pre-trained lip reading model [33]. Second row: Fine
tuned lip reading model, where our frontalization replaces
the built-in frontalization [35]. The pre-trained and fine-
tuned models were tested using several frontalization meth-
ods.

method performance across participants, and this for all
tested methods. In order to better understand this phe-
nomenon, we computed the mean ZNCC coefficient for
nine participants and displayed these means as a function of
the yaw angle (in degrees), i.e. the horizontal head orienta-
tion estimated with the proposed method, Table 2. One may
notice that there is a wide range of yaw angles, from 19�

to 40�, and that the performance gracefully decreases as the
yaw angle increases. The proposed method yields results
that are more consistent than the other methods, as the yaw
angle increases. Nevertheless, the proposed method yields
the best scores for participants #19 and #12 and the sec-
ond best score for participant #21, and this is without using
mirror-symmetric information or inpainting. Examples of
face frontalization obtained with our method and with four
other methods, [22, 4, 61, 55], are shown on Figure 3: (a)
input mages recorded with the 30� camera, (b) ground-truth
images recorded with the 0� camera, (c)-(g) frontalization
results. The ZNCC correlation scores correspond the mouth
region, shown in red.

We also evaluated the ability of our method to improve
the performance of lip reading and we compared it with
other frontalizers. For this purpose, we considered the iso-
lated word recognition (IWR) task. The LRW (lip reading
in the wild) dataset [11] consists of 500, 000 videos of 500
English words uttered by 1, 000 different speakers. Each
video is 29 frame long and each target word is surrounded
by context words. There are large inter-speaker variations
in head motion. The best performing method for this 500-
IWR task is based on the temporal convolutional network
(TCN) model of [35, 33, 34] which achieves a word classi-
fication score of 87%. This lip-reading model and its vari-
ants use the same built-in face frontalization for training,
validation and test. This frontalizer estimates a 3D mapping
between the input face and a generic face model, [35]. Un-
fortunately, the authors don’t provide a detailed description
of the frontalization method that they use.

We performed two sets of experiments. The first exper-
iment uses the pre-trained model of [33] with its built-in

frontalizer, as it is available online. The second experiment
replaces their frontalization with ours and fine-tunes the lip
reading model. For each one of the 500 words, we used 200
videos for training and 20 videos for validation. We tested
the pre-trained and fine-tuned models with the same test set
that consists of 20 videos for each one of the 500 word vo-
cabulary. As for test, we replaced the built-in frontaliza-
tion with ours as well as with the other frontalizations un-
der comparison. The results summarized in Table 3 show an
increase in performance when our frontalization method is
used to fine tune the model, instead of the one used in [11].

5. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a face frontalization method
that preserves non-rigid facial deformations. This stays in
contrast with several state-of-the-art frontalization methods
that are designed to boost the performance of face recogni-
tion by predicting as-neutral-as-possible frontal faces. We
conducted a series of experiments in order to analyze the
effect of frontalization on the task of visual speech recog-
nition, whose success heavily relies on the analysis of non-
rigid mouth motions, i.e. lip reading. For this purpose, we
used two datasets.

We proposed an evaluation pipeline that consists of mea-
suring the ZNCC score between a frontalized face and a
frontal view of the same face. We compared our method
with four state-of-the-art methods that use various geomet-
ric and DNN models. This benchmark reveals that the pro-
posed method better preserves the shape of the mouth by a
significant margin, and this without making recourse to fa-
cial symmetry or to DNN-based inpainting techniques to fill
in the occluded areas.

The LRW dataset contains videos of persons uttering
speech. Unlike the OuluVS2 participants who keep their
heads still, the LRW participants perform large and unex-
pected head motions. We plugged our frontalization model
into a DNN-based lip reading model and we thoroughly an-
alyzed its effect on the word classification score. These ex-
periments empirically demonstrate that the proposed robust
frontalization improves these scores significantly, Table 3.

As already outlined, face frontalization may well be
viewed as a process of discriminating between rigid
head movements and non-rigid facial deformations, hence
it can be used to eliminate head motions that natu-
rally accompany speech production. The preliminary lip
reading experiments described above are clear evidence
that expression-preserving frontalization boosts the perfor-
mance of visually-augmented speech technologies.
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